Foreword
Discovering Knowledge through Highly Interactive Information
Based Systems*
The new Internet era has increased a production of digital data. The
mankind had an easy way to the knowledge access never before, but at the
same time the rapidly increasing rate of new data, the ease of duplication
and transmission of these data across the Net, the new available channels for
information dissemination, the large amounts of historical data, questionable
quality of the existing data and so on are issues for information overload that
causes more difficult to make decision using the right data. Soft-computing
techniques for decision support systems and business intelligent systems present pretty interesting and necessary solutions for data management and
supporting decision-making processes, but the last step at the decision chain
is usually supported by a human agent that has to process the system outcomes in form of reports or visualizations. These kinds of information representations are not enough to make decisions because of behind them could be
hidden information patterns that are not obvious for automatic data processing and humans must interact with these data representation in order to
discover knowledge. According to this, the current special issue is devoted to
present nine experiences that combine visualization and visual analytics techniques, data mining methods, intelligent recommendation agents, user centered evaluation and usability patterns, etc. in interactive systems as a key
issue for knowledge discovering in advanced and emerging information systems.
INTRODUCTION
In current digital information age, a critical issue is how we process the
knowledge behind the huge amount of information that appears every day
through every aspect of life (news, social media, TV, radio, email, blogs, papers and so on). Everywhere you look, the quantity of information in the world
is soaring. At the beginning of 21st century there was the estimation that the
world produced one to two exabytes (billion gigabytes) of unique information
every year [1], three years after the same authors updated their study and
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they estimated that this quantity had grown between 3 to 5 exabytes per
year [2]. The Economist (http://www.economist.com/node/15557443) estimates that mankind created 150 exabytes of data in 2005 and 1,200 exabytes in 2010. That means lots of data in form of text, numbers, images,
sounds, etc. that are deemed important by humans for different purposes.
Obviously, this digital revolution has several and great advantages involving knowledge access and dissemination due to in knowledge economy
information becomes the most valuable commodity [3], especially when an
open access strategy or philosophy is presented [4], but it also goes with
problems regarding the capacity to process, understand and take advantage from this huge world production and accumulation of information conformed as digital or electronic documents, which is referred as the Alvin Toffler’s popularized term “information overload” [5], notion that just appeared
in a 1964 Bertrand Gross’ book [6]. The information overload may be defined
as the difficulty a person can have understanding and issue and making decisions that can be caused by the presence of too much information [7].
There are different issues that cause information overload in the digital
context, including the rapidly increasing rate of new data, the ease of duplication and transmission of these data across Internet, the new available
channels for information dissemination, the large amounts of historical data,
questionable quality of the existing data and so on [8, 9]. This information
overload affects both individuals, distracting them in the context of the work
environments [10] or confusing them in their personal decisions [11, 12], and
especially companies where a bad strategy in the information management
(that means a bad knowledge management strategy) would lead to poorer
decision making [13-15].
Technological advances can help reduce information overload and decision making process. Soft-computing based techniques such as business
intelligent systems [16], data mining strategies [17], visualization techniques
[18], recommender systems [19], semantic data representations [20], etc.
may support better and more efficiently and effectively the decision making
processes. However, decision process is a conscious and human process [21],
thus the soft-computing based decision support systems and business intelligent solutions are only tools in the hands of a manager that must accomplish
the organizational mission.
Visualization techniques have the ability to convey information at the
high bandwidth of the human perceptual system, facilitating recognition of
patterns in the information space and supporting navigation in large collections [22]. However, the challenge is not only knowledge representation in

information system but highly interactive environments that offer a deep data
interaction that allows non trivial knowledge discovering and decision making
by users.
The combination of the above mentioned computing techniques with
visual analytics techniques, user centered evaluation and usability patterns,
etc. in interactive systems is a key issue for knowledge discovering in current
and future information systems.
Visual analytics means a process for providing insight into vast amounts of
data that are stored by heterogeneous data sources. It iteratively collects
information, preprocesses data, carries out statistical analysis, performs data
mining, and uses machine learning, knowledge representation, user interaction, visual representations, human cognition [23], perception, exploration
and the human abilities for decision making [24] and it has been successfully
applied in different areas such as Bioinformatics [25], Geography [26], Paleoceanography [27], Medicine [28], Databases [29], Software Development
[30], Ontology Engineering [31], eLearning [32] or Pharmaceutical Industry
[33].
Thus, visual analytics combines the advantages of machines with the
strength of humans such as analysis, intuition, problem solving and visual perception. Therefore, the human is at the heart of visual analytics [34] and human computer interaction is a key component for supporting knowledge discovery.
According to this, the current special issue is devoted to present nine experiences that combine different techniques and strategies in interactive systems as a key issue for knowledge discovering in advanced and emerging
information systems.
SPECIAL ISSUE CONTENTS
In this special issue, guest editors are glad to introduce nine innovative
and interesting works that present different knowledge discovering techniques in highly interactive systems.
Madkour et al., in their paper “Context-aware service adaptation: An
approach based on fuzzy sets and service composition”, deal with a pervasive computing approach in which they propose a user-centric and servicecentric mixed solution for ubiquitous context-aware systems. This way both
users-related and services-related contextual requirements are taken into
account in their service composition proposal.
González-Torres et al. contribution is entitled “How evolutionary visual

software analytics supports knowledge discovery”. In this paper authors define evolutionary visual software analytics as a specialization of visual analytics, which is aimed at supporting software maintenance processes by aiding the understanding and comprehension of software evolution with the active participation of users. Specifically, in this paper they discuss the implementation of an architecture based on the evolutionary visual software analytics process and how it supports knowledge discovery during software
maintenance tasks.
The paper entitled “Visualization of Document Retrieval using External
Cluster Relationship”, by Jee et al., proposes a new method for the real-time
visualization of document retrieval results via clustering and also a two-level
visualization algorithm that presents the cluster centers onto a two-dimensional space using multidimensional scaling in order to illustrate the relationships among different clusters, and displays individual documents at locations
determined by the external cluster relationship in low dimensional space in
order to allow the comparison of individual documents.
Jaddi and Abdullah, with their paper entitled “Nonlinear Great Deluge
algorithm for rough set attribute reduction,” deal with attribute reduction problem in information systems that is an important step of pre-processing in data
mining. They propose a modification of Great Deluge algorithm for rough set
attribute reduction wherein the “Level” is nonlinear. They use the standard
datasets available in a UCI machine-learning repository to examine the proposed method.
The next paper in this special issue is entitled “Recommender System
based on Product Taxonomy in E-commerce Sites,” by Dr. Yong Soo Kim. In
this paper the author describes a novel and fast recommender system for
websites based on product taxonomy and user click patterns. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was assessed by applying the F1 metric to an
experimental e-commerce website.
Dr. Kwanghoon Pio Kim, in his paper entitled “Discovering activity-performer affiliation knowledge on ICN-based workflow models,” focuses on a
special type of organizational social network knowledge acquired from deploying workflow technologies, which is dubbed activity-performer affiliation
knowledge, describing the main implications of the activity-performer affiliation knowledge, and how much it is worth discovering them in workflow-driven organizations and enterprises producing massively parallel interactions and large-scaled operational data collections.
Man et al. contribution to this special issue, entitled “A text categorization
method using extended vector space model by frequent term sets,” regards

to natural language processing and information retrieval, introducing a new
text categorization method using frequent term sets. The novelty of their proposal is related to the introduction of a constraint measure AD-Sup to extract
discriminative features from frequent term sets for classification task.
The paper “Interactive Website Filter for Safe Web Browsing,” authored by
Jo et al., faces the browsing security issues and introduces an interactive
website filter based on heuristics for detecting malicious websites. The filter
incorporates user-interaction into discovering the true identity of the suspect
websites lets our filter avoid false positives caused by automatic detection.
The final paper, by Heredia et al., in their paper entitled “Interactive knowledge asset management: Acquiring and disseminating tacit knowledge,”
defines and validates a solution to support organizational learning through
the interactive evolution of organizational knowledge. Their approach includes mechanisms to acquire the experiences of individuals working in different teams and environments, combine them with the existing company
knowledge assets, and disseminate the evolved knowledge to all the project
teams.
Editors are very grateful to the reviewers who kindly agreed to referee the
manuscripts in a timely manner and provided valuable feedback to the authors. Finally, guest editors would like to take this opportunity to thank authors
who have contributed to this special issue.
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